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Maverick Activity Pack

Monster Mayhem Early Reader

ISBN: 978-1-84886-681-2
Format: 15x21cm, 32p SB
Bic/CBMC: YQCR/B3M79
RRP: £5.99

This blue early reader includes a fun and educational 
story about a family of monsters who all think they are the 
scariest. This early reader is simple and easy to follow for 
children just starting to learn to read. It is also interactive 
with repetitive phrases that they can join in on.

Katie Dale & Dean Gray

This Activity Pack is for:

What is a Maverick Activity Pack?
This activity pack is for teachers and parents to help build comprehension and 
engagement when guiding their students and children in their reading journey. 
There are many activities in this pack that can be used alongside our Early 
Reader stories to encourage children to get stuck in after enjoying the story.
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Colour Me In!
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Fill in the Gaps
Can you remember the words from the story?

1. “Sleep well, little                    ,” said Mum.

monsters           ones        dads

2. “What if the                bugs bite me?”

bed        big         day

3. “You do             ,” said Tiff.

shout           whiff        stink

4. “You do have the                    teeth,” said Griff 
 
biggest       fastest          smallest

5. The little monsters ran back into              .

school   bed   shed

6. “             is the most scary monster!” said Wiff.

We       He            She
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Tip: 
If you can’t remember 

which word is the right one, 
have another read of the 

story to see if you can 
spot it!
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Fill in a Letter
What is the missing letter?

1. “I will fri    hten them off!” said Wiff.

h   g    y

2.  “But I am the most scar     monster of all!”

y   i    e

3. “You do have the sharpest na    ls,” said Biff.

e    a    i

4. “For I have the biggest     oar!”

r   t    m

5.     et back into bed, little monsters! Go to sleep!

N   G    J

6. They all agree    .

k   t    d
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Tip:
If you get stuck, 

sound out the letters and see 
which one makes a word.
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Page 1 Content.

 wordsearch. 7-square. grid words laid out across-and-down. showing grid lines, padded out with random-lowercase-letters.  dark-grey coloured abeezee sans font. 8 words to find. , bed, bug, monster, nails, roar, scary, smell, teeth. will also print the answer sheet.

bed

bug

monster

nails

roar

scary

smell

teeth

Words:



Answers
Fill in the gaps:
1. monsters

2. bed

3. stink

4. biggest

5. bed

6. She

Fill in a letter:
1. g

2. y

3. i

4. r

5. G

6. d
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 wordsearch. 7-square. grid words laid out across-and-down. showing grid lines, padded out with random-lowercase-letters.  dark-grey coloured abeezee sans font. 8 words to find. , bed, bug, monster, nails, roar, scary, smell, teeth. will also print the answer sheet.
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